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SWISS ICE ROCKS

Whisky Stones
Swiss Alps Granite Stones

Cool your favourite drink

SWISSICEROCKS.COM

Cool your favourite drink without watering it
down / Genuine Swiss Alps granite stones / 
natural and eco-friendly product / Put the granite
stones in the freezer before use.

Damit wird Ihr Lieblingsgetränk nicht verdünnt / 
Echter Granit aus den Schweizer Alpen / 
Natürliches, ökologisches und nachhaltiges 
Produkt / Vor Gebrauch einfach in die 
Kühltruhe legen.

Rafraîchi votre boisson préférée sans la diluer /
Granit véritable des Alpes suisses / Produit naturel, 
durable et écologique / Placer les pierres dans le
congélateur avant utilisation.

Made in Switzerland
Val Calanca

 Grischun 
Switzerland
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Swiss Ice Rocks® is a product designed, developped and distributed in Switzerland by: 

E : admin@intertradis.com
W : www.intertradis.com

Intertradis SARL
Rue du Jura 28
CH-1373 Chavornay
Switzerland

SWISS ICE ROCKS

Symbolic

Swiss Ice Rocks are an ideal gift for connoisseurs of whiskey and �ne spirits. Their 
subtle design, natural elegance and granite form are a fragment of the Swiss 
mountains themselves. 

Original

Swiss Ice Rocks are whisky stones that have been carefully cut and worked from 
the granite escarpments of the Calanca Valley, in the preserved Canton of 
Grisons

Historical

The use of «ice cubes» �rst originated in Scotland, where the expression «On the 
Rocks» referred to the practices of placing small stones or pebbles in whisky 
glasses to chill the drink without diluting its tastes.

Functional

The elegant granite of the Swiss Ice Rocks will refresh without diluting the �nest 
of alcohols frome whisky to cognac, desert wine to liquor. The pure taste of your 
favourite drink will remain unchanged.

Natural

Swiss Ice Rocks are a natural product formed by the slow, deep cooling of 
masses of magma beneath the earth’s surface. They are characterised by solidity 
and impermeability, along with an incredible ability to retain the cold - making 
them the perfect accessory for whisky or �ne spirits.

Long-lasting

Swiss Ice Rocks are made from high quality natural raw materials, giving them a 
durability which has been re�ned over millennia.
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Content of the product

Swiss Ice Rocks® – included :

–  8 whisky stones in granite from Calanca Valley in Switzerland ;
– A elegant box ;
– A user guide in English, French, German and Italian ;
– A certi�cate of authenticity uniquely numbered with the Swiss provenance mentionned.

Description of the product

Swiss Ice Rocks are whisky stones that have carefully cut and worked from the granite escarp-
ments of the Calanca Valley, in the preserved Canton of Grisons in Switzerland. The elegant 
granite of the Swiss Ice Rocks will refresh without diluting the �nest alcohols, from whisky to 
cognac, desert wine to liquor.

Like any other ice cubes, these whisky stones have to be put in the freezer for at least an hour 
before use. The pure taste of your favourite drink will remain unchanged.


